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A Hippocampal-Entorhinal Cortex Neuronal
Network for Dynamical Mechanisms

of Epileptic Seizure
Ying Yu , Fang Han, and Qingyun Wang

Abstract— Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is thought
to be associated with neuronal hyperexcitability in the
hippocampal-entorhinal cortical (EC) circuit. Due to the
complexity of the hippocampal-EC network connections,
the biophysical mechanisms of the different circuits in
epilepsy generation and propagation are still not fully
established. In this work, we propose a hippocampal-
EC neuronal network model to explore the mechanism
of epileptic generation. We demonstrate that enhanced
excitability of pyramidal neurons in cornu ammonis 3 (CA3)
can drive hippocampal-EC to produce a transition from
background to seizure state and cause exaggerated phase-
amplitude coupling (PAC) phenomenon of theta modulated
high-frequency oscillations (HFO) in CA3, cornu ammonis 1
(CA1), dentate gyrus, and EC. Interestingly, PAC strength
indirectly responds to the degree of CA3 pyramidal (PY)
neuron hyperexcitability, suggesting that PAC can be used
as a potential marker of seizures. Furthermore, we find
that enhanced synaptic connectivity of mossy cells to
granule cells and CA3 PY neurons drives the system to
produce epileptic discharges. These two channels may play
a key role in mossy fiber sprouting. In particular, the PAC
phenomenon of delta-modulated HFO and theta-modulated
HFO can be generated according to the different degrees
of moss fiber sprouting. Finally, the results suggest that
hyperexcitability of stellate cells in EC can lead to seizures,
which supports the argument that EC can act as an inde-
pendent source of seizures. Overall, these results highlight
the key role of different circuits in seizures, providing a
theoretical basis and new insights into the generation and
propagation of TLE.

Index Terms— Computational model, temporal lobe
epilepsy, dynamical transition, hippocampal-entorhinal cor-
tical network.
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I. INTRODUCTION

TEMPORAL lobe epilepsy (TLE) is common focal
epilepsy, which is closely related to the abnormal neu-

ronal activities of neural networks in the limbic system, such
as hippocampus, amygdala, and entorhinal cortex (EC) [1],
[2], [3]. The pathological features of TLE include hippocampal
sclerosis or Ammon’s horn sclerosis, which is accompanied by
cell loss [4]. Furthermore, TLE can also cause different mor-
phological changes in hippocampus. A common anatomical
feature of TLE is the mossy fibers sprouting, producing abnor-
mal intercellular connections in the dentate gyrus (DG) [5],
[6]. The granule cells (GC) of the hippocampal DG are
generally considered to be sparsely discharged, whereas GC
may be hyperactivated under TLE, leading to hyperexcitability
and hypersynchronization in the neural circuits [7]. Recently,
Botterill et al. found that mossy cells (MC) excitation of GCs
increases, and inhibiting MC activity can reduce seizures [8].
The axons of CA3 pyramidal cells in epileptic rats have also
been shown to sprout significantly, forming a denser CA3 to
CA3 excitatory connection [9]. In addition, the role of the
entorhinal cortex (EC) in epilepsy has also attracted extensive
attention. Previous studies have shown that both epileptic rats
and TLE patients exhibit preferential loss of EC neurons,
suggesting that EC may be a potential candidate for the
generation and transmission of TLE [10]. Armstrong et al.
found that after kainic acid-induced seizures, there were
repeated excitatory connections between the principal cells in
layer II of the medial EC [11]. The clinical and experimental
evidence suggests that hippocampus and EC may be two
independent origins of epileptic activity [3], [12]. It is thus
evident that hippocampal-EC neural circuit abnormalities in
epileptic seizures take various forms, and the mechanisms
of epileptogenesis, including its propagation pathways and
activity patterns, are still incompletely understood.

Different regions of the brain in the TLE state show abnor-
mal oscillations at both the neuronal level and the population
level [13]. Epileptiform discharges lasting several seconds
with tonic and clonic components are found in combined
hippocampal-EEG slices from epileptic rats [3]. In addition,
high-frequency oscillations (HFO, i.e. ripples at 80-200 Hz
and fast ripples at 250-500 Hz) are also present during
seizures [14], [15]. Studies have shown that the incidence
of HFO is higher in seizure areas, and the location of brain
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resection in clinical surgery is closely related to the area of
HFO production [16]. Recent studies show that the HFO may
be modulated by low-frequency oscillations. Cross-frequency
coupling between different neural signal oscillatory compo-
nents may serve as markers of epileptic signals [17], [18].
Guirgis et al. found that the modulation intensity of delta
oscillations (2-4 Hz) and HFO could more accurately local-
ize the epileptogenic zone in patients [19]. Phase amplitude
coupling (PAC) has also been used to identify seizure sites
in children with focal epilepsy, and Nonoda et al. suggested
that epileptogenic HFOs may be coupled with 3-4 Hz more
preferentially than 0.5-1Hz [20]. Samiee explored the PAC
between the slow oscillatory phase (slow waves in the -band:
0.18-4 Hz) and the faster rhythm amplitude (-ripple band)
in the pilocarpine animal model [21]. They found a strong
correlation between PAC signal markers and seizure activity.
Therefore, PAC may reflect the pathological network activity
of epilepsy initiation and seizure onset. Although HFO has
received a lot of attention from scholars, the mechanism of
HFO generation is not fully understood yet. The specific gen-
eration mechanism of the PAC phenomenon deserves further
investigation.

Seizures involve an extraordinarily complex dynamic sys-
tem composed of multiple regions of the brain. Computational
modeling can provide tools to further understand epilepsy
pathogenesis and explore new strategies to suppress seizure
oscillations [13], [33]. The CA3 and CA1 regions of the
hippocampus are thought to be closely associated with various
neurological disorders, and modeling the dynamics of the CA3
and CA1 regions is critical to understanding hippocampal
function. Demont-Guignard et al. reported a two-compartment
model of CA1 pyramidal neurons designed using the Hodgkin-
Huxley form and then built a CA1 subfield network, showing
that epileptic discharges are generated by synchronous firing
of pyramidal cells [22]. Pinsky and Rinzel created a two-
compartment model of CA3 that captures the complex firing
characteristics of CA3 pyramidal cells [23]. Neymotin et al.
constructed a CA3 network model consisting of pyramidal
(PY) cells, basket (BS) cells, and oriens-lacunosum moleculare
(OLM) cells [24], which was subsequently used to explore
the role of hippocampal CA3 subfield neuronal connectivity
in the generation of epileptiform activity [25]. Some models of
CA3-CA1 coupling were also developed to study signal tran-
sitions and the sharp wave-ripple complex in the hippocampal
CA3-CA1 region [27], [41]. TLE also causes many different
morphological changes in the granule cells of the DG. There
are a number of computational models of DG that explore the
effects of morphological changes in epileptic state [45], [46].
For example, a detailed model of DG neuronal networks was
proposed to investigate the effects of mossy fiber germination
and mossy cell loss on DG neuronal activity [26]. They
found that low levels of mossy fiber sprouting also caused
an increase in dentate excitability. In addition, Some multi-
regional coupled models of hippocampus and EC have also
been developed in recent years. For example, the DG-CA3 net-
work model was developed to study the transitions of seizure
discharge [28]. Sora Ahn et al. proposed a CA1-CA3-DG-EC
network, which replicates the three activities of fast interictal

discharges, slow interictal discharges, and ictal discharges in
epileptic seizures [30]. However, in this network model, the
modeling methods of different regions are consistent, lacking
the specificity of neurons between regions.

As shown above, modeling analysis provides a useful tool
in the study of the epileptogenic mechanisms of TLE. The
modeling of the different loops for the hippocampal region
is relatively clear, but the transmission of abnormal epilep-
tic oscillations throughout the hippocampal-EC loop is not
fully understood. To understand more deeply the mechanisms
of TLE generation and propagation in the hippocampal-EC
system, an integrated network model dominated by neuronal
diversity is required. Therefore, we develop a hippocampal-EC
neuronal network model to explore the underlying mechanisms
of epilepsy generation. The model consists of four regions,
CA1, CA3, EC, and DG, including CA1 PY neurons, CA3
PY neurons, EC layer V PY neurons, EC layer II stellate cells
(SC), GCs, MCs, and two types of interneurons. Connections
between different regions are based on a physiological struc-
tural basis. Based on the detailed neuronal network model,
we analyze three potential mechanisms of seizure generation,
which are closely related to PY neurons in CA3, MCs in
DG, and SCs in EC. The transition of the system from
the background state to the two types of epileptic states is
achieved by adjusting the key parameters within the different
loops. Besides, we also explore the PAC phenomenon of low-
frequency theta oscillation modulating HFO in the epileptic
seizure state. These findings clearly outline the possible mech-
anisms of epileptic seizures in the hippocampal-EC circuit,
further reproducing synchronized oscillations, HFO, and PAC
phenomena in epileptic discharges in clinical studies and
animal experiments.

II. MODELS AND METHODS

A. CA3 and CA1 Circuits
We use the CA3 network model proposed by Neymotin et al

[31], which consists of 200 five-compartment PY neu-
rons, 50 one-compartment BS interneurons, and 50 one-
compartment OLM interneurons. Consistent with previous
studies [31], [32], PY neurons include one basal dendrite,
one soma, and three apical dendrites (Adend1, Adend2, and
Adend3). The membrane dynamics equations of different
neurons are as follows:

Cm
dVPY

dt
= −INa − IK dr − IL − IK A− Ih − Isyn + Iapp−PY

(1)

Cm
dVBS

dt
= −INa − IK dr − IL − Isyn + Iapp−BS (2)

Cm
dVO L M

dt
= −INa − IK dr − IL − IK Ca

− Ih − Isyn + Iapp−O L M (3)

where VPY , VBS and VO L M are the membrane potentials of
the PY, BS, and OLM neurons, respectively. The equations are
the same for all compartments of PY, but the parameters are
slightly different. Cm is the membrane capacitance. All neu-
rons contain leak current IL , sodium current INa , and delayed
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rectifier current IK dr . For PY neuron, it also includes A-type
potassium current IK A and hyperpolarization-activated current
Ih . For OLM neurons, it also includes calcium-activated
potassium current IK Ca and Ih . The detailed selection of ion
current in the model is based on the previously published
model [32]. All neurons receive current injection to obtain
baseline activity (PY: 70 pA; OLM: -10pA; BS: 2 pA). Exci-
tatory connections between neurons include both AMPA-type
and NMDA-type receptors channels, and inhibitory synaptic
connections are mainly through GABA receptors. We assume
that connections in the network are established based on
probabilities depending on the pre-and postsynaptic cell types.
According to the work of Neymotin et al. [31], we determine
the connection probability and connection strength between
neurons, and slightly adjust them to make neurons show
physiological background state discharge in the loop.

For simplicity, similarly to previous studies [27], we assume
that CA1 and CA3 neurons are modeled in the same
way. The differences between CA1 and CA3 are mainly in
the connections. CA3 exhibits more pronounced recurrent
excitatory synaptic connections, whereas the CA1 network
exhibits stronger recurrent connections between inhibitory
neurons [27]. Therefore, the probability of PY-PY connection
is set to 0.2 in the CA3 model and 0.05 in the CA1 model.
The BS-BS connection probability and weight in the CA1
network are set to 0.55 and 4.5 nS, respectively, while the
connection probability and weight in the CA3 network are set
to 0.35 and 3.5 nS. Similar to CA3, all neurons receive current
injections to obtain baseline activity (PY: 70 pA; OLM: -10pA;
BS: 10 pA). Detailed connection parameters can be found in
Appendix I.

B. The Entorhinal Cortex
Anatomical studies have shown significantly different con-

nectivity patterns in the superficial (layers I-III) and deep
(layers V and VI) layers of the EC [34]. Layer II of the EC
serves as the primary output layer, providing input to the hip-
pocampus via the perforant pathway [35]. Layer V of the
EC receives the output from CA1 and subiculum [36]. The
deeper layers of the EC simultaneously transmit information to
the superficial layers, ensuring that hippocampal information
reverts to the hippocampal-EC circuit [36], [37]. Therefore,
in order to construct the complete hippocampal-EC loop,
we mainly model layer II and layer V of EC. For layer II of EC
we consider SC and PV interneurons. The pyramidal neurons
within layer V are modeled to receive synaptic projections
from CA1.

For simplicity, we assume that both PY neurons and
inhibitory fast-firing neurons in the hippocampal-EC loop
are modeled in the same way. Therefore, the modeling of
PV neurons in layers II and V is consistent with Eq. (2),
and the dynamical equations of the PY neurons in layer V
are consistent with Eq. (1). The equation for SC membrane
dynamics is as follows [38]:

Cm
dVSC

dt
= −INa − INap − IL − IK − Ih − Isyn + Iapp−SC

(4)

where IL , INa , IK , INap,and Ih are the leak current, sodium
current, potassium current, persistent sodium current, and
hyperpolarization-activated current, respectively. The details
of ion current can be found in the [38]. All neurons receive
current injections to obtain baseline activity (SC:10 pA; PV
of layer II: 15pA; PY: 70 pA; PV of layer V: 25pA). Specif-
ically, SC neurons receive a slight self-excitatory projection
and project to PV neurons in layer II via AMPA excitatory
synapses. They also receive GABA inhibitory projections from
parvalbumin (PV) interneurons. PY neurons in layer V project
to SC neurons via AMPA receptors and simultaneously release
excitatory information to themselves and PV neurons in layer
V. PV projects to the Adend3 dendrites of PY. We assume
that the EC loop contains 200 SC, 200 layer V-PY neurons,
50 layer II-PV neurons, and 50 layer V-PV neurons. The
connection probabilities and connection parameters within the
EC are estimated based on previous physiological studies to
establish the background states [35], [39]. Detailed connection
parameters can be found in Appendix I.

C. The Dentate Gyrus
For the DG region, we mainly consider GC, MC, and

GABAergic interneurons (INs). GC project to IN and MC via
AMPA excitatory synapses, and IN make inhibitory projec-
tions to GC and MC via GABA-type synapses. MC perform
excitatory projections to GC and IN. The specific connec-
tions are shown in Fig. 1. In previous studies, the MC
model is developed on the basis of the hippocampal CA3
PY model [40]. Here, we assume that the MC membrane
dynamic equations follow Eq. (1), but only one somatic and
one dendritic compartment are considered. The modeling of
GABAergic interneurons follows Eq. (2). The somatic com-
partment of the GC is formulated as follows:

Cm
dVGC

dt
= −INa − ICa − IL − IK − ISK − Isyn + Iapp−GC

(5)

where IL , INa , IK , ICa ,and ISK are the leak current, sodium
current, potassium current, calcium current, and calcium-
dependent potassium current, respectively [51]. Similar to
CA3 and EC, all neurons receive currents injection to obtain
baseline activity (GC: 165 pA; IN: 50 pA; MC: 25 pA). The
DG loop contains 100 GCs, 100 MCs, and 50 IN neurons.
Probability-based connections between DG internal neurons,
with connection probabilities and weights referenced to [26].

D. Connection Between Different Regions of the
Hippocampal-EC Model

As described above, layer II of EC acts as an output layer,
projecting mainly to GC neurons in DG. They also project to
the Adend2 dendrites of PY neurons, BS, and OLM neurons
in CA3. The soma of MC cells within the DG projects to
the Adend1 dendrites of CA3. CA3 PY neurons project to the
Adend2 dendrites of PY neurons in CA1 through the schaffer
collateral. CA1 PY neurons project hippocampal information
to the Adend2 dendrites of PY neurons in EC layer V [29].
All synaptic connections involved in the hippocampal-EC
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the computational model of the hippocampus-EC
system. Four regions within the hippocampus, CA1, CA3, and dentate
gyrus (DG), are considered. Both CA1 and CA3 contain pyramidal
(PY) neurons, basket (BS) neurons, and oriens-lacunosum moleculare
(OLM) neurons. PY neurons have a five-compartment structure. CA3
transmits information to all neurons in CA1 through schaffer collateral.
EC is divided into layer II and layer V. Layer II is the main output layer
and includes stellate cells (SC) and parvalbumin (PV) interneurons.
The EC forms connections with the dentate gyrus (DG) and CA3 via
the preforant pathway. Layer V is the main input layer and contains
two types of neurons, PY and PV. The DG contains granule cells
(GC), two-compartment mossy cells (MC), and interneurons (IN). Prob-
abilistic connections are employed within the network, with the pres-
ence of excitatory AMPA and NMDA, and inhibitory GABA receptors.
Arrows represent excitatory connections and dots represent inhibitory
connections.

model used the standard NEURON biexponential mechanism.
In addition, background activity is simulated by excitatory
synaptic inputs, sent to the soma of all cells through Poisson
processes, and used to simulate the sustained drive of other
nuclei.

E. The Local Field Potential
The local field potential (LFP) signal in each electrode is

derived by taking the extracellular potential contributed by
each segment of each neuron. We assume that the different
nuclei inside the hippocampal-EC loop are distributed inside a
cylindrical volume for the insertion of LFP recording electrode
positions. The cylinders are CA3, CA1, EC, and DG from top
to bottom. This does not have a strict physiological meaning
but is only for the calculation of the LFP potential. We use the
NetPyNE to calculate the LFP of this neural population [44].
For more information on modeling LFPs see [52].

F. The Synchronization Index
We quantify the synchronization level of CA3 PY neurons

using the synchronization index (SI). The specific calculation
of the SI is described in the work of Pirini et al. [53]. The
closer to 1 indicates a higher level of neuronal synchronization.

G. Measuring Phase-Amplitude Coupling
The modulation index (MI) mentioned by Tort et al. is used

to quantify the PAC [47]. First, the original LFP signal

is filtered by the EEGfilt subroutine using a linear finite
impulse response (FIR) filter to obtain the required signal
components for different frequency bands. Then, the number
of 18 phase bins is used from 0 to 360◦ and the average
amplitude distribution is calculated for each phase bin. The
Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance is used to quantify the extent
to which the amplitude distribution P in the phase-amplitude
diagram deviates from the uniform distribution and indirectly
reflects the magnitude of MI. More detailed PAC quantification
methods are available from [47].NEURON and NetPyNE
(www.neurosimlab.org/netpyne) are parallelly used to model
the hippocampal-EC circuit [44]. The power spectral density
analysis of LFP, the synchronization index, and the calculation
of MI are performed in MATLAB.

III. RESULTS

A. Epileptic Discharges Caused by Abnormal Excitation
in the Hippocampus CA3 Region

Pyramidal cells in the hippocampal CA3 area tend to pro-
duce burst discharges under normal conditions and are easy to
become pacemaker cells of epileptiform discharges. Therefore,
the mechanism of epileptic discharge generated in the CA3
region is first considered. We establish the background state
of the hippocampal-EC loop and then explore the effects of
CA3 PY-PY AMPA synaptic connections (gPY−PY ) and the
applied current (IPY ) of PY on neuronal firing properties.
By changing the parameters, we find that the LFP of each
region can exhibit different discharge states. Figs. 2A, 2B,
2C, and 2D show the LFP and neuronal firing raster plots
at different time periods for CA3, EC, CA1, and DG, respec-
tively. LFP of each region in the background state is displayed
in 0-4s. The parameters in the background state are shown
in Appendix I. In the background state, LFP shows a low-
amplitude irregular firing pattern (Fig. 2). The corresponding
neuronal firing raster plots in this state demonstrate a low
degree of synchronization between neurons. The SI value in
CA3 PY nuclei does not exceed 0.3. To analyze the changes
of individual neurons in different states, we present the firing
patterns of representative neurons in Fig. 3A. The PY neurons
and GC in the background state show sparse firing patterns.
Interneurons discharge randomly, and the discharge rate is
faster than that of excitatory neurons.

To achieve excitatory hyperactivity of PY neurons, the
applied current stimulation of PY neurons is increased from
70 pA to 85 pA. When the synaptic weight gPY−PY is
increased to 0.18 nS, the amplitude of LFP (4-8s) of CA3,
CA1, EC, and DG increase. Based on the neuronal firing
raster plot, the firing between neurons is clearly synchronized
(Fig. 2). In this state, PY cells stimulate other cells via AMPA-
mediated glutamatergic transmission and increasing the degree
of synchronization of some neurons thereby triggering specific
ictal events. The generated seizure events within the CA3
region are transmitted to CA1 via the Schaffer collateral and
further into the EC circuits, which again affects the dynamical
behavior of the hippocampal region via the DG. As the activity
of CA3 PY neurons increases, the excitatory input from PY to
BS increases, leading to a tendency of depolarization block in
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Fig. 2. Local field potential (LFP) and neural raster plots of the
hippocampal-EC loop in different states. A, B, C, and D are the LFP
signals and corresponding neural firing raster maps of CA3, EC, CA1,
and DG, respectively. The LFP time series within 4 s are shown for each
state, and the raster plot is within 2 s. In the background state, the LFP
shows a low-amplitude random firing pattern, and the corresponding
neural raster maps are asynchronous firing patterns. Modification of
CA3 PY-PY synaptic conductance and applied current stimulation to
establish the epileptic seizure I state, in which the degree of neural
synchronization is increased and the corresponding LFP shows a slight
increase in amplitude (IPY = 85 pA, gPY−PY = 0.18 nS). Continuing
to increase the AMPA synaptic conductance of PY-PY within CA3
(IPY = 85 pA, gPY−PY = 0.20 nS), the LFP shows a clear pattern of
large amplitude firing. It can be seen in the raster plots that neurons are
almost completely synchronized (seizure II state).

BS neurons, as shown in Fig. 3B. At the same time, the firing
rate of CA3 PY neurons is significantly increased, along with
the presence of irregular bursting firing pattern. The firing rates
of CA1 PY neurons, SC, GC, and EC PY neurons increase,
while FS neurons in layer V show bursting firing patterns.
We define the state as Seizure I, where the value of SI is
between 0.3 and 1 and the BS is not completely depolarization
blocked.

With further increasing the gPY−PY to 0.2 nS, the excitatory
neurons show a fully synchronized state as shown in the raster
plots (SI = 1). At this time, the LFP shows a more regular high
amplitude discharge pattern (8-12s in Fig. 2). The neural dis-
charges in the hippocampal-EC loop are obviously regular. The
discharge of BS shows a complete depolarization block while
that of PY neurons shows a complete bursting firing pattern
(Fig. 3C). We call this state Seizure II, where SI is equal to 1,
and BS neurons are completely depolarization blocked. This
state is more like the status epilepticus (SE) proposed by Naze
et al. [48], which is characterized by large rhythmic spikes in
the 3-12 Hz band, accompanied by faster discharges in the
HFO range. Therefore, we achieve the transitions of the entire
hippocampal-EC loop from the background state to the two
types of epileptic state by changing the synaptic connections
gPY−PY of CA3 and the applied current stimulus IPY .

Next, we explore the HFO and PAC phenomena based on
the LFP of each neural population. Fig. 4A shows the power
spectral density (PSD) analysis of the LFP of the CA3 region
in the three states of background, Seizure I, and Seizure II.
Compared with the background state, the PSD curves of
Seizure I and Seizure II have obvious peaks at 6.6 Hz and
7.3 Hz, respectively. Fig. 4B shows the results after filtering
the LFP of the CA3 region. We select two frequency bands,
i.e., theta band and high frequency of 100-600 Hz, to explore

Fig. 3. Time series plots of some representative neurons in
hippocampal-EC loops in A. background state, B. Seizure I state, and
C. Seizure II state. Neuronal firing in the background state shows a
random firing pattern, and PY neurons fire slowly. When the system
transitions to the Seizure I state, CA3 BS neurons show a tendency to
depolarization block due to the increased firing rate of CA3 PY neurons.
In the Seizure II state, the BS neurons are completely depolarization
blocked. At this time, the PY neurons show obvious regular bursting
discharge patterns. The discharges within each neuron are relatively
regular.

the coupling relationship between them. It can be seen that
there is no modulation relationship between the theta band
and high frequency in the background state. In the epileptic
seizure states, the high-frequency amplitude is the largest at
the peak and the rising edge of the low-frequency phase.
Furthermore, we give the phase-amplitude comodulograms in
the background, Seizure I, and Seizure II states of CA3, CA1,
EC, and DG regions. The phase frequency is 1-21 Hz at the 2
Hz step and the amplitude frequency is 10-600 Hz at the 20 Hz
step. For all regions, there is no significant coupling between
the theta band and the HFO band in the background state.

However, in the Seizure I state, the strong coupling is
observed for CA3, CA1, EC, and DG compared to the
background state (warmest color in Fig. 4D). It can be seen
that the coupling distribution of the amplitude frequencies
within CA3 is in the range of 100-600 Hz, which contains
ripples and fast ripples. In contrast, CA1, EC, and DG,
which are propagation regions, have amplitude frequencies
distributed around 100-400 Hz. Especially for DG and EC,
the PAC phenomenon is reflected as a modulation relationship
between the low frequency and ripples. Compared with the
background state and Seizure I state, the coupling strength at
the specific frequency band is stronger in the Seizure II state
(Fig. 4E). Overall, the hippocampal- EC model can produce
PAC abnormalities that correspond to the epileptogenic zone in
clinical and animal experiments. Considering the origin of the
HFO, the primary firing pattern of individual PY neurons still
exhibits peak firing in the Seizure I state. Therefore, the HFO
component within the LFP may be formed by millisecond
synchronous firing within the neuron or may be provided by
the rapid firing of the interneurons. In the Seizure II state,
PY neurons produce bursting behavior, and the HFO of LFP
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Fig. 4. Power spectral density (PSD) analysis and PAC phenomenon of
LFP. A. PSD analysis plots of CA3 LFP in the background state (black),
seizure I state (blue), and seizure II state (red). According to the local
magnification, it can be seen that there is a clear peak of about 6.6 Hz
under the Seizure I state. There is a clear peak in the seizure II state,
which is about 7.3 Hz. B. According to the filtered LFP, there is no
modulation between theta band and HFO in the background state. And
it is obvious that the maximum amplitude of HFO is distributed in the
theta phase under seizure states. C, D, and E are the phase-amplitude
comodulogram of CA3, CA1, EC, and DG in the background, seizure I,
and seizure II states, respectively. A strong interaction between the
phase of the theta-rhythm and the amplitude of HFO can be observed
in the seizure states (warmest color on each graph).

may reflect the pure fast ripples characterized by single-cell
behavior.

To systematically explore the transitional effects of PY-PY
AMPA synaptic conductance and applied current stimulation
IPY on seizure-related dynamic behaviors, we present the state
transition diagrams of the system at different IPY and gPY−PY
values (Fig. 5A), as well as the corresponding synchronization
level changes (Fig. 5B). According to the different firing
patterns of the neurons, the whole (gPY−PY , IPY ) panel is
divided into four state areas. The synchronization index of the
dark blue region does not exceed 0.3, which belongs to the
asynchronous discharge state. The corresponding time series is
shown in Fig. 5C, which is the background state as we defined.
When IPY and gPY−PY increase to a certain level, the system
transitions to the region II, which has a synchronization index
of 0.3-1. This region corresponds to Seizure I state. In this
region, BS neurons tend to depolarization block or show a
depolarization block, and random bursting discharge appears
in PY neurons. OLM neurons are still in peak firing mode,
and the firing rate is increased.

Further increasing the excitability of CA3, the BS is com-
pletely depolarization blocked, and PY neurons and OLM
neurons show a regular bursting discharge pattern. At this
time, the synchronization index is 1, which corresponds to
seizure II state. Notably, when further increasing gPY−PY or
IPY , the PY neuron shows completely high-frequency firing,
and the BS neuron is also completely depolarization blocked.
Region IV differs from region III in that OLM neurons, have

Fig. 5. The state and synchronization level analysis in the (gPY−PY,
IPY) panel. A. The state analysis. Here the gPY−PY is the AMPA synaptic
conductance of CA3 PY-PY pathways. IPY is the applied current stimu-
lation of CA3 PY neurons. There are four state regions according to the
range of synchronization index and discharge pattern: the background
state (I), the Seizure I state (II), the Seizure II state (III), and the
pathological limit state (IV). B. The synchronization level analysis in the
(gPY−PY, IPY) panel. In region I, the synchronization index is less than
0.3. In region II, the synchronization index is distributed between 0.3-1.
In region III, the synchronization index is equal to 1. In region IV, the
synchronization index between neurons is maintained at about 0.4.
C. The typical time series in CA3 circuits in different states. In particular,
at the pathological limit state, CA3 PY and OLM neurons show high-
frequency firing patterns.

a significantly increased firing rate driven by PY. In region III,
PY neurons show a distinct bursting firing pattern under the
influence of inhibitory input from OLM neurons. In region IV,
excitatory interactions between PYs or applied current stimu-
lation are dominant for neural firing, resulting in a significant
increase in OLM neuronal firing as well. This state is also
called sustained ictal activity or pathological limit state in
some studies [49], [50]. In this state, the synchronization index
between neurons is maintained at about 0.4. Therefore, our
study shows that enhanced excitability of PY neurons in CA3
can alter the level of synchronization between neurons, and
cause the LFP to exhibit different oscillatory patterns.

B. Epileptic Discharges Caused by Increased Synapses
in Mossy Cells

The MC within the DG is thought to play a key role in
the onset and propagation of TLE. In a mouse model of
epilepsy, an increased excitatory projection of MC to GC
is found under pathological conditions [8]. In addition, the
neural signal projections from the DG to the CA3 region are
particularly important and play a crucial role in the generation
and transmigration of TLE [28]. To investigate the excitatory
and epileptogenic effect of mossy fiber, we systematically
explore the effect of mossy cell synapse on the dynamic
behavior of the hippocampal-EC loop by changing the synaptic
weights of MC to GC and CA3 PY neurons (Fig. 6A). Fig. 6B
shows the CA3 PY neuronal synchronization index in the
(gMC−PY , gMC−GC ) panel. Similar to section III-A, we divide
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Fig. 6. The different firing states presented by PY neurons in CA3
induced by increased synapses in mossy cells. A. We consider the
combined effect of MC on GC synaptic connections (red arrows) and
on CA3 PY (blue arrows). B. The horizontal and vertical coordinates
represent the synaptic conductance of MC-CA3 PY and MC-GC path-
ways, respectively. The (gMC−PY, gMC−GC) panel shows the value of
SI changes of CA3 PY neurons. Based on the neural firing pattern
and SI, the plane can be divided into three parts, I: background state
(SI ≤ 0.3), II: Seizure I state (SI > 0.3, BS shows depolarization block),
III: Seizure II state (SI = 1, BS is complete depolarization blocked).
C-D. Time series of representative CA3 BS, OLM, and PY neurons in
three states. The corresponding (gMC−PY, gMC−GC) of C, D, E, and F
are (0.15, 0.5), (0.75, 1.0), (0.75, 1.5), and (1.35, 1.5), respectively.

the bipartite plane into background state (I), Seizure I (II),
and Seizure II (III) state. According to Fig. 6B, it is found
that the system can transit from the background state to the
seizure I state when only the MC-PY synaptic connections are
increased, i.e., gMC−GC = 0.5. Moreover, the enhancement
of MC-GC channel can promote the transition of the system
from the seizure I to the seizure II state. As mentioned in
previous studies, the DG itself does not produce endogenous
epileptic discharges, but under pathological conditions, the
epileptiform discharges of some neurons can be continuously
amplified by sprouting mossy fibers. Figs. 6C-6F show the
representative firing time series of BS, OLM, and PY neurons
in CA3 under different states. Fig. 6C is the discharge pattern
of the background state ((gMC−PY , gMC−GC ) = (0.15, 0.5).
Fig. 6D and Fig. 6E show the time series of ((gMC−PY ,
gMC−GC ) at (0.75, 1.0) and (0.75, 1.5), respectively. The
proportion of depolarization block in BS neurons increases
with the increase of parameter values. Eventually, the BS
exhibits a full depolarization block state. OLM neurons and
PY neurons exhibit bursting firing patterns. The firing raster
plots of neurons in the Seizure I and Seizure II states are
given in Fig. 7. In particular, the biggest difference between
Seizure I and Seizure II is mainly focused on the BS neurons
within CA3. A high level of synchronization can be exhibited
in both states. The hippocampus-EC system shows proximal
synchronization within the nuclei and distal synchronization
between the nuclei. Compared with the Seizure I state, in the
Seizure II state, the neurons fire more regularly, and the
frequency of the bursting firing is higher.

In Fig. 8A, the LFP time series diagrams of the seizure
states in the hippocampus-EC system are displayed. It can
be seen that in Seizure I and Seizure II states, the LFP

Fig. 7. Raster plots of hippocampal-EC loop neuronal firing in the
Seizure I (A) and Seizure II states (B). It can be seen that the degree
of neuronal synchronization is significantly increased in all populations,
and in particular, the BS within CA3 is completely depolarization blocked
in the Seizure II state.

amplitude increases and there are clear spikes, which are
caused by neuronal synchronization. Further, we analyze the
PAC phenomenon produced by the hyperexcitability of mossy
fibers. PSD analysis of LFP in each region shows that there
are significant peaks in the delta band of about 3 Hz in the
seizure I state. Fig. 8B gives the phase-amplitude comodu-
lograms of CA3, CA1, EC, and DG regions. In order to
clearly observe the PAC phenomenon in each region, here
we do not have a uniform colormap. It can be seen that the
coupling distribution of the amplitude frequencies is in the
range of 100-300 Hz. Therefore, there is a PAC phenomenon
of delta modulation ripples in the Seizure I state. In the
Seizure II state, PSD analysis of LFP in each region shows
that there are significant peaks in the theta band of about 5 Hz.
The MI indices of all regions in the Seizure II state are
higher than those in the Seizure I and background states. The
low frequency involved in the PAC phenomenon is mainly
concentrated around 5 Hz, the high frequency of CA3 and CA1
is concentrated in 100-400Hz, while the high frequency of EC
and DG is more concentrated in 100-350Hz. In particular, the
CA3 region produces a more pronounced PAC phenomenon,
which indirectly suggests that CA3 is more likely to be a pace-
maker cell for epileptiform discharges. Therefore, mossy fiber
enhancement causes epileptiform activity in the hippocampal-
EC loop, which likewise produces the PAC phenomenon of
low-frequency modulated HFO in different regions.

C. The Entorhinal Cortex as a Generator of Epileptic
Discharges

Spontaneous seizures are recorded in both the hippocampus
and EC. Previous studies have shown that in patients and
models of TLE, the hyperexcitable EC may transmit excessive,
synchronized, excitatory synaptic inputs to the DG. It has been
reported that neurons in layer II of the EC are hyper-excited
in a chronic model of TLE [42], [43]. Therefore, we focus our
study on SC neurons in layer II and explore the possible role
of SC-SC synaptic connections and applied currents to the SC
in seizures.

We further perform two-dimensional state analysis in the
(ISC , gSC−SC ) panel. As shown in Fig. 9A, the whole (ISC ,
gSC−SC ) panel can be divided into two state regions accord-
ing to the degree of synchronization and firing pattern of
neurons. Unsurprisingly, we find that the hippocampal-EC
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Fig. 8. LFP and PAC phenomena in different regions within the
hippocampus-EC circuits. A. LFPs of CA3, CA1, EC, and DG in two
seizure states. B. The phase-amplitude comodulograms of CA3, CA1,
EC, and DG in the seizure I state. A strong interaction between the
phase of the delta-rhythm and the amplitude of HFO can be observed
in the seizure I state (warmest color on each graph). C. B. The phase-
amplitude comodulograms of CA3, CA1, EC, and DG in the Seizure II
state. A strong interaction between the phase of the theta-rhythm and
the amplitude of HFO can be observed in the Seizure II state (warmest
color on each graph).

system produces epileptic seizure when the excitability of SCs
increases. It is worth noting that abnormal discharges gener-
ated by the EC only produce Seizure I state. Continuing to
increase the synaptic connectivity of the SC or the applied cur-
rent causes the SC to converge to a high-frequency discharge
pattern. The abnormal input provided by SC, although causing
PY synchronization within CA3, is not sufficient to make
the BS neurons complete depolarization blocked. To visualize
neuronal firing in the epileptic seizure state, a raster map of
neuronal firing within the hippocampal-EC system is given in
Fig. 9B (ISC = 120, gSC−SC = 3). It can be seen that when
gSC−SC and ISC gradually increase, the neurons within the EC
loop show a high level of synchronization and influence the
firing pattern of GC through the perforant pathway. Therefore,
a trend of remote synchronous discharge between GC and
SC can be found. The enhanced input from GC and EC to
CA3 leads to a synchronous discharge pattern within CA3.
Furthermore, CA3 affects CA1 firing via schaffer collateral,
which in turn eventually affects layer V pyramidal neurons of
the EC.

We continue to analyze the LFP and the corresponding
PAC phenomena in the seizure state caused by EC. The LFPs
in the CA3 background state and Seizure I state are given
in Fig. 10A. The seizure state exhibits large amplitude and
regular rhythmic oscillations. The PSD curves in the epileptic
seizure state have a peak at about 3 Hz. The phase-amplitude
comodulograms of CA3, CA1, EC, and DG regions in the
Seizure I state are given in Figs. 10C, D, E, and F, respectively.
To observe the PAC phenomenon in each region, here we do
not have a uniform colormap. The MI indices of all regions
in the Seizure I state are higher than those in the background
states. The low frequency involved in the PAC phenomenon is
mainly concentrated around 1-5Hz, the high frequency of CA3

Fig. 9. The different firing states presented by PY neurons in CA3
induced by abnormal excitability of the SC. A. The panel shows the
synchronous index changes of CA3 PY neurons. Based on the neural
firing pattern, the plane can be divided into three parts, I: background
state (SI ≤ 0.3), II: Seizure I state (SI > 0.3). Here the gSC−SC is the
AMPA synaptic conductance of SC-SC pathways. ISC is the applied
current stimulation of SC neurons. B Raster plots of hippocampal-EC
loop neuronal firing in the Seizure I states. It can be seen that the degree
of neuronal synchronization is significantly increased in all populations.
C. Time series plots of some representative neurons in hippocampal-EC
loops.

Fig. 10. LFP and PAC phenomena in different regions within the
hippocampus-EC circuits. A. CA3 LFP in the background state and
Seizure I states. The values of the background state parameters are
consistent with those in Fig. 1, and the ISE and SE states correspond
to gSC−SC = 3, ISC = 120 pA. B. The PSD analysis plots of CA3 LFP
in the Seizure state. The first peak of the PSD curve is about 3 Hz.
C-F. The phase-amplitude comodulogram of CA3, CA1, EC, and DG in
the Seizure I states, respectively. A strong interaction between the phase
of the 1-5Hz and the amplitude of HFO can be observed in the Seizure I
states (warmest color on each graph).

is concentrated in 100-600Hz, while CA1, EC, and DG are
more concentrated in 100-300Hz. Thus, abnormal excitability
of the SC leads to a modulated relationship between low-
frequency oscillations and ripples in EC, CA1, and DG regions
of the hippocampus-EC loop. In particular, a strong coupling
between low-frequency oscillations and fast ripples is also
generated within CA3. Therefore, EC can act as a separate
source of seizure propagation, which can lead to an abnormal
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synchronous discharge pattern within the EC loop and transmit
excessive, synchronous, excitatory synaptic input to the entire
hippocampal-EC loop.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We develop a neuronal network dynamic model of the
hippocampal-EC circuit to investigate the mechanism of
seizure generation. We find that epilepsy is closely associated
with abnormal excitation of different circuits. The simulate
results explain the possible role of anatomical alterations
in hippocampal-EC micro circuitry during TLE. First, our
results show that increasing the self-excited connectivity of
CA3 causes local neuronal synchronization that can produce
specific seizure events. This result is consistent with previous
modeling results [25], where CA3 axons in epilepsy patients
significantly sprouted and formed dense CA3 - CA3 excitatory
connections [4]. At the same time, it induces a synchro-
nized state throughout the hippocampal-EC loop. Specifically,
through simulations, we show that the system can transition
from a background state to different types of seizures by
enhancing the PY-PY channel within CA3 and applied current.
In the Seizure I state, the degree of neuronal synchronization
increases significantly, the LFP shows irregular large ampli-
tude oscillations. BS neurons tend to depolarization block or
show depolarization block. Continuing to increase the relevant
parameters of CA3 again can cause the system to enter
the Seizure II state, where the BS neurons are completely
depolarization blocked, and the PY neurons show a regular
bursting firing pattern. The LFP signals of Seizure II have
a larger amplitude and more regular discharge than that of
Seizure I. For neuronal populations, the Seizure II state is fully
synchronized with neuronal firing. In addition, we also analyze
the PAC phenomena of low-frequency modulated ripples and
fast ripples in seizure states. We find that coupling between
theta band and 100-600 Hz occurs within CA3 when epilepsy
is generated in the CA3 region. While EC and DG appear as
epileptic propagation areas with theta and 100-400 Hz PAC
phenomena. The intensity of PAC was significantly stronger
under Seizure II than under Seizure I. Therefore, it is likely
that PAC intensity can respond to the extent of seizures. In the
Seizure I state, PY neurons are in a single peak firing pattern,
so it is impossible for a single neuron in PY to produce the
HFO component. Thus, we suggest that the HFO may originate
from millisecond synchronous firing within the PY neurons or
the contribution of BS interneurons. While in the Seizure II
state, the HFO within the LFP is likely to arise from high-
frequency firing within the bursting of PY neurons. We further
perform PAC analysis on the time series of individual neurons
and find that there is also a modulation relationship between
HFO and low frequency. Therefore, in the Seizure II state,
HFO can also reflect the dynamic behavior of individual
neurons.

In addition, the role of MCs in modulating excitation or
inhibition in the DG network under pathological conditions
remains controversial [5], [54]. we further explore the effect of
MC neuron synaptic enhancement within the DG on epilepsy
generation. We find that increasing synaptic conductance of

MC-GC and MC-CA3 PY can drive the system to transition
from a background state to different types of epileptic state.
Under this mechanism, various regions of Seizure I exhibit
mainly a modulatory relationship between ripples and delta
rhythm around 2Hz. While in the Seizure II state, each region
exhibits a PAC between the theta rhythm around 5 Hz and the
HFO. Moreover, the PAC phenomenon is generally stronger
in the Seizure II state than in the Seizure I state. The values
of SI in different seizure states may be the same. Therefore,
PAC phenomena reflect more features of seizure status and
can provide markers for feedback stimulation. Finally, we also
analyze the possible role of EC loops in seizures and focus on
the hyperactivation of layer II SC neurons. Previous studies
have shown recurrent excitation of layer II SCs in slices
from epileptic rats [55]. In addition, spontaneous inhibitory
postsynaptic currents were reduced in layer II neurons [43].
In fact, we find that increased self-excitability of SC neurons
can likewise lead to changes in neuronal firing patterns that
affect hippocampal loops to produce epileptic discharges.
Increasing SC-SC synapses and ISC leads to a transition of the
system from the background state to the Seizure I state. The
degree of neuronal synchronization increases significantly in
the Seizure I case. Continuing to increase the parameters does
not cause the system to transition to the Seizure II state, but
rather drives the SC neurons to exhibit a high-frequency firing
pattern. The above studies explore the possible dynamical
mechanisms of TLE from different perspectives and highlight
that seizures are the result of a complex network of actions.
Further, interventions targeting specific nodes in the network
can change their dynamics. Therefore, in subsequent studies,
the regulation of epileptic activity can also be further explored
based on this model and provide new therapeutic approaches.

Although the hippocampus-EC loop model can reproduce
some features of TLE, it still remains limited. The limitations
of this model and possible extensions in future studies need
to be further discussed. First, the model does not consider the
critical role of other important nuclei such as the subiculum
and amygdala, which have been shown to be important in TLE
in animal experiments. The critical role of other important
nuclei in the limbic system should be further considered in
subsequent studies. Secondly, we only consider layer II and
layer V in EC. However, the cell loss in the layer III of the
EC has also been demonstrated. We will continue to consider
the importance of EC in subsequent studies. Moreover, the
model does not consider NMDA receptors for the synaptic
connections except for CA3 and CA1 circuits but focuses
on the effect of AMPA synaptic conductance. Alterations in
NMDA-type synaptic coupling can also achieve a dynamic
transition process from interictal to ictal phases in TLE, and
therefore the combined effect of different types of gluta-
matergic synapses on TLE will be considered subsequently.
In conclusion, we perform mechanistic studies and system-
atically investigate the detailed role of abnormal excitability
in CA3, DG, and EC on TLE. The study in this paper
proposes the possible mechanisms of TLE pathogenesis from
the hippocampal-EC loop system, further contributing to a
comprehensive understanding of TLE pathogenesis.
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